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Abstract: This paper introduces Raised Cosine Filter (RCF) 

based Adaptive Cyclic Prefix (ACP) method with fixed Roll-off 

factor that efficiently reduces phase offset of a conventional 

BWA system. RCFACP delivers a fair Quality of Service (QoS) to 

the end users within a given BWA network without 

compromising with either Raw Data Rate (RDR) or Spectral 

Efficiency. Further reduction in phase offset has been achieved 

by modifying the RCF, having Adaptive Roll-off Factor (ARF). A 

detailed design process followed by extensive mathematical 

derivations establishes ACPARF algorithm within a standard 

BWA Transceiver (TxRx). The simulation results reveal that 

ACPARF registers an impressive 63% better error correction in 

contrast to RCFACP. Additionally, ACPARF also minimizes ISI 

to significant proportions, under severely poor channel 

condition. Results also confirm that ACPARF works far better 

than that of the existing ACP algorithm by delivering a 80% 

enhanced error rectification for higher order modulation for 

generic BWA network. 

 

Index Terms: Cyclic Prefix, Inter Symbol Interference, 

Raised Cosine Filter, Raw Data Rate, Roll off factor, LTE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 The revolution surrounding wireless communication has 

been phenomenal in the last decade. The seemingly 

impossible option of instantaneous connectivity with data 

rates upto several gigabit has been promised by LTE [1] and 

LTE-A. This in fact has lead to the foundation of further 

research towards 4G and beyond. The primary objective was 

set as to provide dramatic increase in data connectivity with 

uninterrupted service for user with mobility. In light of this 

both IEEE 802.16e and IEEE 802.16m [2] were introduced 

having user mobility. Theoretically, for 5G scenarios 

IMT-2020 proposes a peak data rate of 10 and 20 Gbps for 

uplink and downlink respective scenarios [2]. However, 

multipath fading and propagational hazards plays havoc for 

severe reduction in data rate. So a significant effort should be 

made in order to achieve a reasonably good Quality of 

Service (QoS) keeping the desired objectives intact.  

It is a sensible option to include unique modification to 

individual block structures within physical layer to improve 

QoS. Following this, both WiMAX and LTE supports 

Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) technique to attain 

maximum Spectral Efficiency (SE) [3]. Even “cognitive” 

propagation of signals is implemented to achieve best 

possible data throughput [4].  The latest trend include Deep 

Learning (DL) [5] driven physical layer communication that 

dictates Channel State Information (CSI) [6], Sparse and 

Temporal correlation of CSI [7] with Comprehensive 
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Sensing (CS). The betterment in channel coding using data 

driven channel coding has also been introduced with 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) decoders [8].  On a similar 

trend, the multiple accesses like OFDMA with Cyclic Prefix 

(CP) [9] also demand some key modifications. It suffers 

drastically from synchronization errors [10], Peak to 

Average Power Ratio (PAPR) [11], Inter Carrier Interference 

(ICI) [12] and is very much sensitive to fast time variation of 

wireless channels. The modifications in the existing models 

will be such that it reduces Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) 

[13] and Relative Constellation Error (RCE) [14] that 

characterizes such errors.  . Innovative and unique solutions 

to counter time and frequency synchronicity with lower 

PAPR and ICI mitigation  have already been devised [15-17]. 

Even Adaptive Cyclic Prefix (ACP) based ISI removal has 

been proposed which in fact works well in WiMAX scenarios 

[18-20].  This strategy [18] helps gaining a significant 

leverage over Raw Data Rate (RDR) with a control over ISI. 

Following this success, a Raised Cosine Filter (RCF) [19] 

based LTE Transceiver (TxRx) has been proposed in this 

paper. This revision is done keeping in mind that the radio 

amplifier within the TxRx shows a non-linear behavior 

which amplifies transmitted signals that results in Spectral 

Broadening (SB) [21] causing ISI [22]. Pulse Shaping 

Technique (PST) is a feasible solution as have already been 

established by [23-26].  One of the solutions [23] were to 

transmit data over PST based band limited channel  to 

eliminate ISI, while a significant reduction of PAPR and ICI 

can be associated with the work presented in [24]. Even, for 

Wideband CDMA and Ultra Wide Band (UWB) PST has 

successfully excelled in noteworthy improvement in SE 

[25-26]. However, the comprehensive performance analysis 

on the effect of PST over an OFDMA based LTE network has 

not yet been reported. Here lies the significance of this paper, 

as it primarily deals with the effectiveness of PST on a typical 

WiMAX scenario under the application of adaptive roll off 

Raised Cosine Filter (RCF) based ACP strategy. In general, 

the choice of RCF over Nyquist and Gaussian filtering has 

well been established in [27].  Thus [27] justifies the 

inclusion of RCF within the generic BWA TxRx that 

typically supports 7 different modulation and coding 

standards.  By generic it is meant that the designed TxRx will 

be equipped to be working robustly for both WiMAX and 

LTE.  The performance is adjudicated in the form of Average 

Error Result (AER) observed for all possible modulation and  

coding schemes as per WiMAX and LTE standard. Roll off 

Factor (β) governs the roll off between consecutive symbols 

filtered by RCF.  
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In effect a drastic reduction in consecutive symbol 

overlapping is observed, causing minimum ISI. Hence by 

dynamic selection of β, a direct control over ISI can be 

adjudicated. Moreover, it is intuitive that if ACP algorithm is 

used in conjunction with novel “Adaptive Roll off Factor 

(ARF)” method, a far better ISI removal can be assured for 

any given system. So in this paper, a unique ACPARF 

algorithm has been proposed where with every change in 

channel SNR both CP and β changes adaptively. This makes 

ACPARF algorithm to have a control over ISI; whereas 

maintaining a substantially good RDR and SE. Thus the most 

important and significant findings of this paper will include:  

1) Analysis of the effect of RCF on the performance on a 

Generic BWA TxRx.  

2) To justify the significant contribution of ACPARF 

algorithm in comparison with conventional phase offset 

reduction techniques for a given WiMAX / LTE Network 

under poor channel condition. 

      The other sections of the paper include theoretical 

background in Section II. The design methodology for 

RCFACP and ACPARF are described in Section III. The 

proposed ACPARF algorithm has been explained in full 

detail in Section IV, while the exhaustive simulation results 

have been discussed in Section V. Finally, Section VI 

concludes the paper. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The frame work for implementing the TxRx is based on 

the generic assumption of any OFDM based transmission 

schemes as depicted in [27]. Each OFDM block contains          

N subcarriers, Xn {n=0, 1, 2, ..., N-1} which is encoded and 

modulated prior to transmission over wireless channels. The 

time domain representation given in (1) does not includes 

CP. [9], 
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The adjacent symbol interference can now be limited by 

including CP (Tg) that by principle should be kept more than 

the maximum delay spread of the channel. Hence, the 

reflected, echoed and delayed multipath disperses within Tg.   

It should be fair to take into cognizance that application of 

longer CP has its adverse effect on reduced SE, RDR and 

increasing overhead.   

A. Adaptive CP in BWA Scenario 

As RCF plays key role in band limiting the OFDM symbol 

[9], accordingly (2) indicates the modified scenario where 

the RCF and CP are both fitted with each other.   
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 Where, fc = center frequency of the occupied frequency 

spectrum, Tu = Useful OFDM Symbol time, ∆f = 1/Tu = 

Frequency spacing between adjacent subcarriers, Ts = Time 

between two consecutive OFDM Symbols and                         

w(t) = Window Function. The primary assumptions being     

(i) section of subcarriers ( Nused <= N)  are useful data 

carriers, given N point IFFT is used [9][21] and (ii) As 

pointed out in [26], fc should be null. Primarily (i) has been 

established keeping in mind that the subcarriers close to 

Nyquist Frequency (fs/2) will be attenuated by the filters 

required for the Analog to Digital Conversion (ADC) at Tx 

and Digital to Analog Conversion (DAC) at the Rx. In this 

paper similar conditions have been considered. i.e. Nused= N, 

for N= 128, 256, 512, 1024 and 2048. On a similar note for 

Nused= 256 and 1024, ND must be 192 and 768 respectively. 

So Nused must be equal to N instead of any arbitrary value. 

Hence it has been assumed that no subcarriers get attenuated 

at fs/2. Accordingly (ii) makes each OFDM symbols to be 

spaced at n∆f {n=1, 2,.., N-1} apart, while maintaining the 

orthogonality. Hence (2) can be rewritten as (3), 
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      Now to form the OFDM symbol, Tg is divided into two 

equal halves of Tg /2 proportions. Thereafter, one half (Tg /2) 

is prefixed as conventional CP. The remaining half remains 

as postfixed CP like shown in Fig. 1.  

 
Fig. 1. OFDM symbol construction 

Naturally, a Tg/2 portion of Lth  and (L-1)th OFDM symbol 

will overlap with same portion of L+1th and Lth OFDM 

symbol respectively as clearly depicted in Fig. 1. It is in fact 

apparent from Fig. 1 that these two overlapping regions will 

make the overall OFDM symbol duration as 2Tg.  

Consequently, the RCF specification and roll off regions are 

also governed following this specific orientation.  

B. Windowing Techniques in BWA Scenario 

A raised cosine window with unity gain is proposed within 

the time interval [2Tg, Ts] with roll off occurring at 2Tg and 

Ts. The implementation is demonstrated with Fig. 2. It is to 

be noted that by careful selection of β, length of the window is 

selected, which in turn decides the extent of out-band 

radiation. Keeping design overhead to be minimum, β has 

been related with CP within the overlapping range of 2Tg. 

Hence β has been expressed as (4) [25] depicting a direct 

relationship between CP and β. The effect of CP on the 

window technique has been clearly established in (5), by the 

incorporation of Tg on the window function as described in 

[26]. Accordingly, these filter specifications along with the 

novel OFDM symbol structure constitute the basis of a 

sustainable RDR under conventional WiMAX scenario. As 

(Bs), code rate (Cd), ND and overall symbol duration (Tsymbol) 

form the basis of RDR [18],[28] they can be represented as 

(6), Where ND is based on LTE standard for corresponding 

N[1]. 
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Fig. 2 Guard band based Window Specifications 
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 The overall expression that relates RDR in terms of β and 

CP as given by (7), where Tg can be defined as in standard [18] 

by (8). While, Pf is the oversampling ratio standardized as per 

generic BWA standards [1] and is tabulated in Table I [18]. 

Equating (8) on (7) we get (9), the final expression to 

evaluate RDR. 
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Thus (9) gives an optimal solution to obtain a high data 

throughput at a significant SE, with control over CP and  roll 

off factor. In light of the above discussion, it is indeed a 

necessity to discuss about the maximum power loss 

associated with addition of CP on OFDMA system. CP acts 

as an extension of the transmitted signal in the time domain 

in order to overcome ISI in a multipath radio channel. This 

extension is dynamic in nature, as it involves variation of CP 

length depending upon system requirements. However, 

addition of redundant data as CP comes at a cost of drop in 

overall energy of the system. Accordingly, to get an account 

of this loss in energy, transmitted Power Spectral density 

(PSD) is being considered a quantitative measuring tool. 

Conventionally, PSD shows the strength of variation of 

energy as a function of frequency that can be expressed as (10) 

[19], [29-31]. Likewise (11) gives the PSD expression of a 

typical OFDM signal along with the variations in energy due 

to the effect of CP. Following this, Fig. 3 clearly depicts the 

loss of energy for a given CP. As CP = 1/32 provides the 

minimum guard band to an OFDM signal, it provides less 

power loss.  

 
Fig. 3. Power Spectral Density of a typical OFDM signal. 

This is prominent from the PSD graph for CP= 1/32 in Fig. 

3, where a loss of 8.23 mW/Hz has been recorded. On the 

contrary, at CP= ¼  for both WiMAX and LTE , OFDM 

suffers heavy loss in energy registering more than 10 mW/Hz. 

Thus power variation of a transmitted OFDM signal is 

greatly controlled by the application of CP and hence must be 

judiciously altered depending upon specific requirements.  
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III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

A. Raised Cosine based design methodology 

Use The general implementation of a BWA TxRx has been 

discussed in this section following [27]. In general, Raised 

Cosine Pulses (RCP) are modified Sinc pulses, with an 

adjustable BW (WNq) and can be represented as (12) [21] 

where WNq is Nyquist BW. To reduce power loss, BW 

utilized (W0) by the filter must be as close to WNq. Thus β 

should control W0 as indicative from (13).  

                                    sT2

1
NqW 

                                
(12) 

 

                              
  sRW  10                            (13) 

The lower is the β, a much better power efficient system is 

presented beforehand. Hence β is selected judiciously 

selected to make the BWA TxRx to be efficient and robust.  
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Following (4), the calculated values of β for various 

standard CPs (1/4, 1/8, 1/16 and 1/32) [1] are calculated as 

0.4, 0.22, 0.11 and 0.06 respectively. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4.   Conventional Raised Cosine Filter and Customised Pulse Shaping Filter based WiMAX Transceiver as   implemented in Simulink.signal  

                                

 It should be mentioned that for LTE scenario, CP = ¼ is 

only considered. This is because although LTE specifies both 

Normal (1/4) and Extended (9/64) CPs, the normal cyclic 

prefix is intended to be sufficient for the majority of 

scenarios. Even, the BWA network needs to bear 18% more 

overhead (Ts / FFT) for Extended CP, in comparison to 7 % 

for NCP. In this proposed method, a more emphasis is given 

on the role of RCF on BWA network rather than 

experimenting with ECP. Equation (4) reveals that β can 

only achieve a theoretical maximum value of 0.4. This can 

also be verified from [23] that the typical value of β in 

wireless communication varies  between 0.2 and 0.4.  So 

keeping these assumptions on RCF, the value of β is included 

within RCF block, both at Tx and Rx of the TxRx [18] 

architecture as shown in Fig. 4.  

In this paper an exhaustive simulation is done as explained 

in [32] with the only difference being, half of the guard 

carriers are prefixed. As for example, typically for CP =¼, 64 

guard carriers within a total of 256 subcarriers gets appended 

as CP. Also instead of fixed duration of CP, the much 

established ACP strategy [18-20] has been taken into 

consideration for performance analysis.  However, in our 

proposal out of these 64 guard subcarriers, 32 are prefixed 

and 32 remains as post-fixed guard carriers. Thus, no 

additional design overhead is required. To include RCF 

block within the LTE  model, “Raised Cosine Transmit Filter 

(RCTF)”, shown in Figure. 4, has been considered that 

upsamples and filters the input time domain signal using a 

normal raised cosine FIR filter or a square root raised cosine 

FIR filter [33]. Accordingly, specific instantiations of 

different parameters within RCTF is essentially required to 

make it active for operation. These include specification of 

Group Delay (GD), β and Upsampling Factor (UF). Both GD 

and UF are important parameters in calculating the length of 

the filter impulse response [33]. As per simulation 

convention for WiMAX, CP=1/8 is taken as guard interval 

[1]. Hence initially β is considered as 0.22 with keeping GD 

and UF to their default value of 4 and 8. 

The “Raised Cosine Receive Filter (RCRF)” filter is 

specified like that of RCTF to avoid any undue mismatch 

between Tx and Rx filter. The interconnection of RCTF and 

RCRF within TxRx has been clearly depicted in Fig. 4. In this 

paper, following the same design methodology as described 

in [32], VSA has been interfaced to measure EVM and RCE. 

As considered by recent literatures [15], [34-35] both of these 

attributes act as a direct identifier to ISI.  

B. Design Methodology for Adaptive Roll off Factor 

Because The design methodology for ACP as already 

mentioned in [32], suggests declaring ‘index option’ of 

‘Selector Block’ of Simulink with a variable ‘CPSel’. For each 

iteration, corresponding CPSel is being assigned with the 

exact CP value preferred under that specific channel 

condition, influencing the output results. Same process is 

adopted while implementing Adaptive Roll off Factor (ARF) 

algorithm with certain degree of complexity with β ranging 

between 0 and 1. Neither RCTF nor RCRF have the provision 

to be initialized by a variable like ACP. Hence, new 

innovative design strategy is adopted. Let a workspace 

variable   ‘Adaptive_Roll_off_Factor’, defines an array of β 

values [0.4, 0.22, 0.11 and 0.06] for each assigned SNR 

dependent CP. Hence now effect of both ACP and ARF must 

reflect within the BWA system. In this paper, using the 

feature “Mask Editor” in Simulink, specific features like 

icon, parameters  for Pulse shaping have been implemented 

as shown in Fig.  5. The customized block takes the 

assistance of inbuilt MATLAB function ‘FIRRCOS (η, Fc , β, 

Fs, 'Rolloff', DESIGNTYPE)’, where η, Fc , β, Fs are the 

Order, Cut off Frequency, Roll off Factor and Sampling 

Frequency of the RCF filter respectively.  

 

 

     Direction of Signal propagation through TxRx @ RCFACP 
Direction of Signal propagation through TxRx @ ACPARF 

 

Interconnection for Conventional Raised 
Cosine Filter Block of Simulink 

Interconnection for Customized Pulse 
Shaping Filter Block of Simulink 
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 Function FIRRCOS returns a ηth order low pass linear 

phase FIR filter with a raised cosine transition band. 

Although primary focus is given on the dynamic variation of 

β, a close inspection of η, Fc and Fs must  

 
Fig. 5 Specification of Pulse Shaping filter using Mask Editor 

also be taken into account. Following the detailed description 

of implementation of RCF as given in [36], similar approach 

has been conceived while designing ARF. The first 

consideration in FIR filter design is the sample rate (Fs). 

Following the design standard as specified in [19], Fs can be 

defined as 
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     For BW = 10 MHz (multiple of 2), Pf   as 57/50 Fs can be 

calculated as 8 kHz [19]. Now as per design constrain Fc must 

lie between 0 < Fc <= Fs /2, where Fs/2 denotes Nyquist 

Frequency. Likewise, in our scenario, Fc is considered as 

Fs/4. The specification of η is purely based on two key 

attributes such as i) The amount of Upsampling desired and  

ii) Length of time that the filter’s response is expected to 

span.       Theoretically, more Upsampling yields a more 

accurate frequency response characteristic. Hence one can 

select oversample by three, four or more [36]. The second 

factor is typically a designer’s choice as to how many number 

of bits (or symbol) should the filter response occupy.  Based 

on these predefined assumptions, two       variables 

‘Upsampling_Factor (U)’ and ‘Length_of_impulse_response  

(L)’ have been defined in MATLAB with having 

specification as 8 and 5 respectively. Hence η, the order of the 

filter, used to in our scenario can be calculated as 40 (η = 

U*L) as described in [36]. So the complete window panel for 

the desired RCF can be visualized as in Fig. 5. This is unique 

to the fact that the parameters are all customized and 

programmable as per designer specification. The difference 

between the standard RCTF and the customized  

 
Fig. 6 Standard specification of Raised Cosine Transmit Filter 

 
Fig. 7  Typical screenshot of Pulse shaping Filter Window Panel with 

ARF. 

Pulse Shaping Filter Block can be visualized clearly by 

comparing both Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Observation reveals that 

instead of a numeric number for β as in Fig. 6, a variable 

Adaptive_Roll_off_Factor’ has been assigned that holds 

corresponding β for specific ACP, under a given channel 

condition. 

IV. ACP ASSISTED ARF ALOGORITHM  

Both the proposed RCFACP method and ACPARF 

algorithm are primarily based on already established ACP 

algorithm. Specifically, the inclusion of ARF dictates major 

changes in the existing ACP algorithm. β has been 

considered to be constant for each varying CP value till now, 

in order to observe the contribution of filter roll off on a 

typical BWA TxRx. Thus for RCFACP method, there is 

hardly any significant change that is brought about within 

ACP algorithm. However, this method has a particular 

practical constrain. For each CP there exist a single β as 

already given by (4). So whenever a particular CP (say CP = 

1/4) is chosen β must be selected (β =0.4) accordingly. 

However, as per the theory of ACP algorithm, with variation 

of channel SNR, dynamic switching is observed among 

standard CP duration.  Hence subsequently, dynamic change 

must be brought on β as well. As for example, when CP=1/4, 

β must be 0.4. Now while CP changes to 1/32, β must register 

a value of 0.06 instead of 0.4. It also triggers a concept of 

having dynamic β that will change with every change in CP.  

So on one hand ACP will reduce the phase error 

magnitude, whereas on the other hand an adaptive β will 

reassure QoS by improving ISI caused to the system. 

Accordingly, this forms the basis of the proposed ACPARF 

algorithm as discussed in this section. Since CP and β are 

directly related by (4), there exist a one-to-one mapping 

between Error offset, Channel SNR, CP and β as tabulated in 

Table I.  In this regard it should be mentioned that the range 

of AER and channel SNR (SNRCh) refers to the existing ACP 

strategy as described in [18]. ACPARF is primarily based on 

SNRCh and varying β instead of only SNRCh as in ACP. 

Moreover, the order in which CP will get appended 

(ascending or descending) remains same throughout the 

simulation in case of ACP. Instead of this 4 possible 

combination of CP has been considered in ACPARF.To 

prove the significance of this selection strategy let us take an 

example.  
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CPs are ideally selected on the basis of decreasing data 

redundancy (CP=1/4 ->1/8 -> 1/16 ->1/32) to alleviate error 

offset at poor SNRCh. However, a close scrutiny reveals that 

especially when AER is 6dB or higher, with very low SNRCh, 

the decreasing order of CP is ideal for the scenario. For a 

higher SNRCh or better AER, changes must be made in the 

order of selecting CP accordingly. This primarily necessitate 

the application of “Dynamic CP Combinations” as per given 

channel condition. While designing ACPARF, four different 

combination of CPs are selected based on left cyclic shift of 

CPs as given in (15).  Hence it is intuitive that β too will take 

corresponding values following (15) and Table I. The 

complete categorization is  largely based upon the range of 

AER, which has been depicted using the flowchart in Fig. 8. 

Moreover, it is intuitive from the results in Section V that 

these specific arrangements of CP and β allow a significant 

drop in error offset, while maintaining a fair data rate. 

Table I Specification of AER, Channel SNR, CP and Roll off Factor 
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Fig.8   Flow chart for the implementation of ACPARF Algorithm 
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Fig. 9 Flowchart depicting different combination of CP selection for 

ACPARF Algorithm 

The complete ACPARF algorithm has been clearly 

explained using the flow chart depicted by Fig. 8. The 

different combinations of β and CPs, categorically form  













1/32] 1/16, 1/8, [1/4, = Prefix_4 icArray_Cycl

1/4] 1/32, 1/16, [1/8, = Prefix_3 icArray_Cycl

1/8] 1/4, 1/32, [1/16, = Prefix_2 icArray_Cycl

1/16] 1/8, 1/4, [1/32, = Prefix_1 icArray_Cycl

           (15) 













0.06] 0.11, 0.22, [0.4, = rray_4Roll_Off_A

0.4]  0.06, 0.11, [0.22, = rray_3Roll_Off_A

0.22] 0.4,  0.06, [0.11, = rray_2Roll_Off_A

0.11] 0.22, 0.4,  [0.06, = rray_1Roll_Off_A

             (16) 

another flowchart as given in Fig. 9. Each range of AER like 

E, E1, E2, and E3 dictates the selection of specific order of β. 

Accordingly SNRCh and CPs merge in different combinations 

as given in Fig. 9. Following the flow chart, the working 

principle of ACPARF algorithm can be summarized as 

follows: 

[1] After selection of particular modulation schemes and 

code rate, the WiMAX TxRx is simulated for the lowest 

possible SNRCh  (SNRCh=1dB).  

[2] SNRCh is gradually increased to a maximum of 20 dB. 

[3] AER is calculated from the obtained EVM and RCE 

results obtained from VSA 89600 under that particular 

channel  condition.  

[4] Based on the predefined range of AER, as given in 

Table I, extent of error offset is categorized. 

[5] Both AER and corresponding SNRCh are checked based 

on Table I. 

[6]  For each selected ranges for AER and SNRCh, select 

specific “Array_Cyclic_Prefix” and corresponding 

“Roll_off_Array” following (15) and (16) respectively. 

 

Accordingly, adapt specific β (β1, β2, β3, β4) based on 

corresponding order of CP (CP1, CP2, CP3, CP4) as given in 

the flowchart of Fig. 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

AER Channel SNR CP β 

0<=AER<2 

1<= SNRCh< 5 1/32 0.06 

5<= SNRCh< 10 1/4 0.4 

10<= SNRCh< 15 1/8 0.22 

15<= SNRCh< 20 1/16 0.11 

2<=AER<4 

1<= SNRCh< 5 1/16 0.11 

5<= SNRCh< 10 1/32 0.06 

10<= SNRCh< 15 ¼ 0.4 

15<= SNRCh< 20 1/8 0.22 

4<=AER<6 

1<= SNRCh< 5 1/8 0.22 

5<= SNRCh< 10 1/16 0.11 

10<= SNRCh< 15 1/32 0.06 

15<= SNRCh< 20 1/4 0.4 

6<=AER<inf 

1<= SNRCh< 5 ¼ 0.4 

5<= SNRCh< 10 1/8 0.22 

10<= SNRCh< 15 1/16 0.11 

15<= SNRCh< 20 1/32 0.06 
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V. RESULTS  

A.      Phase Error offset using Fixed β based RCFACP 

algorithm 

In this part, the simulation results primarily comprise of 

effective phase error correction by RCFACP. The general 

simulation parameters include 256 subcarriers, with selected 

modulation and coding schemes like QPSK (3/4), 16-QAM 

(3/4) and 64-QAM (3/4). 1dB to 20 dB is selected as the  

channel SNR. All these specifications have been considered 

in order to make a direct comparative analysis between 

RCFACP and ACP since the later uses the same simulation 

parameters for a similar multipath Rayleigh Fading 

environment [18]. As depicted in Fig. 10, when β = 0.22, a 

massive drop (0.987 dB) in AER (epitomized in the form of 

phase error offset) can be observed at severely poor channel 

SNR (4 dB). Also a maximum error offset of 11.43 dB is 

obtained for CP =1/32 which is logical. Even it has been 

verified that for 16-QAM (3/4) and 64-QAM (3/4), RCFACP 

works well. As shown in Fig. 11 for 16-QAM (3/4) 

modulation, at SNRCh = 4 dB, compared to FCP (=1/8), error 

performance improves by almost 80% for RCFACP. This 

considerable improvement is observed throughout the 

varying channel SNR condition. 

 
Fig. 10 Synchronisation error comparison for QPSK (3/4) modulation 

 

A significant 22% improvement is observed when 

comparison is made between ACP and RCFACP for similar 

condition at 6dB. While 2.2 dB phase error is recorded for 

ACP, RCFFACP registers 1.7 dB. A similar trend of 

declining ISI is observed for 64-QAM (3/4) modulation as 

well which is depicted in Fig. 12. Analysis also suggests that 

about 34% error improvement can be obtained when 

RCFACP is used instead of ACP at poor channel SNR (= 

4dB) for 64-QAM (3/4). Thus RCFACP proves its immense 

importance to be judiciously used under severely 

deteriorating fading channels. The significance of RCFACP 

strategy is even enhanced as it does not sacrifice RDR and SE 

as tabulated in Table II and demonstrated in Fig. 13. 

 
Fig. 11 Synchronisation error comparison for 16 QAM (3/4)  

 
Fig. 12 Synchronisation error comparison for 64 QAM (3/4) 

 

  
Fig.13  RDR comparison between ACP and RCFACP 

 

Table II. RDR and SE for BWA standard 

 

B.      Simulated Phase Error offset results obtained 

using Fixed β based ACPARF algorithm 

RCFACP is a method that focuses on error correction 

strategy primarily on the basis of fixed β and varying CP. 

However, as previously discussed, dynamic β having values 

of 0.4, 0.22, 0.11 and 0.06) based on ACP can lead to a novel 

error correction strategy if successfully implemented within a 

WiMAX TxRx. In support of this notion rigorous simulation 

is performed with different sets of β for QPSK (3/4), 

16-QAM (3/4) and 64-QAM (3/4) modulation schemes with 

RCFACP. It can be observed from Fig. 14 (a), that 

application of RCFACP with QPSK (3/4) modulation having 

highest β value (= 0.4), fails to reduced AER considerably at 

low SNRCh. Even with improving channel condition, the 

error performance shows no sign of improvement. Even 

maximum AER of 4.675 dB and 4.324 dB can be observed in 

Fig. 14 (b) and Fig. 14(c), at a comparatively high SNRCh of 

8 dB for 16-QAM (3/4) and 64-QAM (3/4) modulation 

schemes respectively. On the contrary, under the application 

of ACPARF for similar scenarios, AERs of 2 dB and 1.21 dB 

respectively have been registered. Similar trend continues for 

16-QAM (3/4) and 64-QAM (3/4) under varying SNR of the  

channel as shown in Fig. 14(b) and Fig. 14(c) respectively.  
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A more critical observation reveals that RCFACP works to its 

best potential for a particular range of channel SNR. This is 

because, as discussed earlier that ACP algorithm works on 

the principle of selecting CPs on the basis of decreasing data 

redundancy (CP=1/4, 1/8, 1/16 and 1/32) for improving 

channel condition. Thus results reveal that AER is reduced to 

substantial proportion by RCFACP only when corresponding 

CP and β are changing at unison. As an example, in 

RCFACP method, an AER of 6.26 dB at SNRCh = 8 dB 

demands a CP of duration 1/32 (as per ACP algorithm) 

which corresponds to a β =0.06. Instead β is selected as 0.4 in 

the present scenario. Thus, proposed ACPARF algorithm 

redefines the selection of CP based on (15) for channel 

condition as mentioned in Table II. So the modified scenario 

would be to select a CP of duration 1/8 to reduce AER, with 

dynamically switching β to 0.22. Thus for each changing 

channel condition and AER, corresponding change is 

brought about both in CP as well as in the value of β. The 

subsequent simulated results strongly justify the selection in 

ACPARF. As can be observed from both Fig.  14(b) and Fig. 

14(c), adaptive change of both CP and β almost nullifies AER 

for nearly all possible channel condition.  Compared to 

RCFACP method almost 64 % and 33% AER improvement 

is observed at 4dB SNRCh for 16-QAM (3/4) and 64-QAM 

(3/4) modulation scheme. Moreover, as directed by Fig. 14 

(b) and Fig. 14(c), 64 % and  

 
Fig. 14 Comparison in magnitude of Phase Error between ACPARF and 

RCFACP for QPSK (3/4),     16-QAM (3/4) and 64-QAM modulation 

  

60 % average AER drop can be achieved through out the 

span of channel SNR of 1dB to 20 dB.  So an average 63% 

improvement of ACPARF over RCFACP can be observed 

from Fig. 14. Moreover, this eventually improves a massive 

80 % average AER improvement  for ACPARF over ACP   

Hence on one hand ACP counteracts phase error offset by 

assigning a varying guard interval that directly affects the 

transmission data rate. While on the other hand, a dynamic β 

keeps a control over SB, resulting in an effectively reduced 

ISI. Let us define percentage improvement of AER for the 

given WiMAX TxRx subject to ACPARF as the difference 

between Maximum AER (AERMax ) without ACPARF and 

AER with ACPARF for varying channel SNR. Following 

this, the red shaded portion in Fig. 15 shows the 

improvement provided by ACPARF strategy over RCFACP 

for all modulation and coding scheme. It is intuitive from the 

consolidated results in Fig. 15 that for each modulation and 

coding standards more than 60 % improvement can be 

guaranteed using ACPARF scheme. With a staggering 

improvement for 64-QAM modulation at all channel SNR, 

ACPARF allows more bits to be transmitted at a given 

scenario. Accordingly, the advantage of adopting ACPARF 

algorithm has been further verified by Fig. 16. The direct 

comparison of RDR between QPSK (3/4), 16-QAM (3/4) and 

64-QAM (3/4) clearly depicts that a constant high data 

throughput is guaranteed using ACPARF for 64-QAM 

modulation. A high data throughput of almost 38 Mbps  has 

been guaranteed using ACPARF, which is very close to the 

theoretical  data rate of 40 Mbps Thereby, application of 

ACPARF guarantees a fair QoS to the end users. 

 
Fig 15.  Percentage Improvement of RCFACP and ACPARF vs Channel 

SNR 

 

Fig. 16.  ACPARF based RDR for different modulation schemes. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper primarily highlights the effect on introducing a 

RCF in BWA TxRx. By judicious application of RCFACP 

method, ISI has been alleviated in the form of reduced phase 

offset. Further, extension is made to ACPARF algorithm that 

supersedes the performance from existing FCP, ACP, 

RCFACP methods. Exhaustive simulation results at severely 

poor channel SNR condition present a robust communication 

system where both β and CP are changes dynamically. 

ACPARF algorithm drastically improves phase offset for all 

standard modulation and coding format in WiMAX. 

Moreover, a fair QoS is provided to the end user by providing 

a substantially good RDR and spectrally efficient system. 

Hence it has been concluded that by meticulous selection of 

proper β and CP, it is indeed possible to control the extent of 

ISI in OFDMA based system in a far better process compared 

to existing techniques. 
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